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LEXICAL INFLUENCE FROM NORTH INDIA TO 

MARITIME SOUTHEAST ASIA: SOME NEW DIRECTIONS 

Tom Hoogervorst 

Introduction  

Asia’s past took shape in the terrestrial as well as the maritime sphere. For more 

than two millennia, the Bay of Bengal featured a lively exchange of people, 

products and words. Lexical borrowing took place predominantly – yet not 

exclusively – in an eastward direction, as India’s high-status languages such as 

Sanskrit were widely perceived as worthy of imitation.1 A study of loanwords, as 

I will attempt here, will therefore reveal valuable clues about the nature of 

contact and the topics of communication between distant yet interconnected parts 

of Asia. This paper casts a new light on language contact between two major 

language families in the region: the Indo-Aryan languages (belonging to the 

Indo-European family) spoken mainly on the Indian subcontinent and the West-

Malayo-Polynesian languages (WMP, belonging to the Austronesian family) of 

Maritime Southeast Asia.2 This, in turn, will enhance our understanding of the 

cultural history of the Bay of Bengal and the wider Indian Ocean World.   

The role of Sanskrit in Maritime Southeast Asia has been examined in much 

detail (Gonda 1976, Casparis 1997, Jones 2007), whereas a relatively minor 

amount of attention has been devoted to the role of Middle-Indo-Aryan (MIA) 

languages or “Prakrits” (Casparis 1988, Hoogervorst in press). Chronologically, 

however, there is little to suggest that Sanskrit was the first Indic language that 

reached the shores of Maritime Southeast Asia. Sanskrit inscriptions start to 

appear in this part of the world from the early 5
th

 century CE, postdating 

commercial links by centuries (cf. Ardika and Bellwood 1991, Bellina and 

Glover 2004). In all likelihood, the South Asian merchants, artisans and settlers 

involved in these interethnic contacts would have come from MIA and (South) 

Dravidian backgrounds. Lexical influence from either is detectable in the earliest 

Old Javanese texts (9
th

 c. CE), although it is dwarfed by the preponderance of 

Sanskrit. In terms of lexical borrowing, we thus end up with a complex picture of 

unmodified (tatsama) and modified (tadbhava) loanwords from Sanskrit, in 

addition to contributions from several non-literary varieties from the 

subcontinent. The majority of these trans-regional connections were reduced if 

not severed by the time Islamic (and, later, European) networks gained 
hegemony over the Bay of Bengal around the 14

th
 century (cf. McPherson 1990). 

No attempt is made here to surpass previous works in terms of 

exhaustiveness. Existing studies on the linguistic cross-fertilisation between 

Sanskrit and Maritime Southeast Asian languages are almost without exception 

indebted to the intuitive judgement of such prodigious scholars as Jan Gonda, 
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Hendrik Kern and Johannes Gijsbertus de Casparis. I offer some new ways to 

expand this long tradition of scholarship methodologically. This paper aims to 

foreground a number of poorly explored phonological tendencies to better 

appreciate the corresponding processes of secondary or tertiary borrowings 

across the Bay of Bengal. To give just one example, many authors state matter-

of-factly that the Malay word gərgaji ‘a saw, to saw’ goes back to Sanskrit 

krakaca ‘a saw’. However, the observed sound changes – in particular the 

voicing of the consonants and the substitution of /i/ for the original word-final /a/ 

– are rarely commented upon. In addressing such analytical gaps, this study will 

first call attention to the phonological integration of loanwords into WMP 

languages, focusing on Malay and Old Javanese. It then examines the creation of 

secondary “i-forms” out of stems ending in /a/ in the languages under research, 

highlighting the different semantic nuances that can be expressed through this 

process. The last phonological tendency this paper deals with is the epenthesis of 

the word-final /a/. A closer analysis of this phenomenon enables a more precise 

reconstruction of the directionality of lexical transmission from South to 

Southeast Asia, including through New-Indo-Aryan (NIA) or perhaps Mon-

Khmer (MK) languages. 

This study pays particular attention to the historical phonologies of Malay 

and (Old) Javanese. These two languages have by far asserted the greatest lexical 

influence across Maritime Southeast Asia (Adelaar 1994). The dictionaries from 

which data are taken are listed in the bibliography. I have abridged, translated 

and updated the glosses where necessary, including the currently accepted Latin 

names for plant species. I use the most common orthographies and 

transliterations of the languages cited from, with the addition of IPA symbols 

where ambiguity may occur. Specialised registers within a language, such as 

krama in Javanese, ləməs in Sundanese and kawi in Balinese, are indicated 

between parentheses. In accordance with common linguistic and philological 

practice, hypothetical reconstructions are preceded by an asterisk (*) and 

obsolete forms by a dagger (†). 

Phonological integration 

A number of processes surface upon investigating the phonological integration 

of Indic loanwords into WMP languages. Gonda (1973: 355-413) addresses in 

detail the treatment of polysyllabic words and phonemes uncommon in the 

original WMP inventories, including retroflexes, aspirates, geminate consonants, 

long vowels and several consonant clusters. A closer examination of the 

historical phonology of Malay – through which the majority of the Indic 

loanwords spread across other WMP speech communities (Adelaar 1994) – can 

further disentangle this issue. Four generalisations are of relevance here and will 

be discussed in what follows: the substitution of word-initial /w/ and /j/, the 
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addition of word-final /h/ or glottal stop /ʔ/, the voicing of unvoiced stops, and 

the creation of “courtly variants”.  

Substitution of word-initial /w/ and /j/ 

Malay phonotactics did not originally permit the labio-velar approximant /w/ and 

palatal approximant /j/ in word-initial position.3 
Arabic loanwords seem to form 

an exception; there is a religious motivation to pronounce them authentically. In 

other cases, /w/ is substituted by /b/ in Malay and /j/ (spelled <y>) by /dʒ/ 

(spelled <j>). Table 1 provides some examples. 

 
Table 1:   Substitution of word-initial /w/ and /j/ in Malay 

Malay source  Malay source 

badai ‘storm’ Tamil vāṭai 
‘wind’4 

 

 jasa ‘loyal 

service’ 

Old Javanese yaśa 

‘honour, glory; 

meritorious deed’ 

bagai ‘kind, 

species, variety’ 

Tamil vakai 
‘kind; manner’ 

 jengki ‘Yankee, 

American’ 

Yankee 

bangsa ‘descent; 

nation, sort’ 

Sanskrit vaṁśa 

‘lineage, family, 

race’ 

 jəntəra ‘wheel, 

spinning wheel’ 

Sanskrit yantra 

‘mechanical 

contrivance, 

engine, machine’ 

baskom 

‘washbasin’ 

Dutch waskom 

id. 

 †jipro ‘term of 

address for a 

teacher’ 

Dutch juffrouw id. 

bicara 

‘discussion; to 

speak’ 

Sanskrit vicāra 

‘deliberation; 

discussion’ 

 †jongos ‘male 

domestic 

servant’ 

Dutch jongens 
‘boys’ 

 

The voicing of unvoiced stops  

Gonda (1973: 381-383) first called attention to the phenomenon of consonant 

voicing in Indic loans and from the examples he provides it becomes clear that 

this phonological process predominantly affects affricates and the voiceless velar 

stop /k/. In the former case, it is often assumed that Tamil or other Dravidian 

languages served as intermediary languages of transmission. However, I argue 

elsewhere that this sound changes can also be explained through internal 

processes within the Malay phonology (Hoogervorst 2015). The voicing of /k/ in 
word-initial position is attested in Old Javanese, Malay, and other WMP 

languages, albeit irregularly (Table 2). Blust (1996) calls attention to this 

phonological tendency, which he calls “voicing crossover in the velar stops”, in 

non-borrowed vocabulary. 
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Table 2:   Voicing of /k/ in Old Javanese and Malay 

Source Old Javanese Malay 

Arabic qadaḥ ‘drinking 

bowl, (drinking) cup, 

goblet, glass, tumbler, 

tea glass’ 

gəḍah ‘vessel of a 

substance with a glazed 

surface (porcelain?) or of 

glass; (drinking-) bowl, 

glass’ 

kədah ‘wide-mouthed 

bowl’ 

MIA *kaṇaga ‘gold’ ganaga ‘copper’ – 

MIA *khaṭṭa ‘a cot’ – gǝta ‘dais, divan’ 

Persian kuštī ‘fighting, 

wrestling’ 

– gusti ‘wrestling’ 

Portuguese cajus 

‘cashews’ 

– gajus ‘cashew’ 

Sanskrit kampa 

‘trembling; earthquake’ 

kampa ‘to shake’ gəmpa ‘earthquake, 

cataclysmal shaking’ 

Sanskrit kampita 

‘trembling, shaking’ 

kampita ‘to shake, 

quake, tremble, quiver’ 

gəmpita ‘noisy, 

thunderous’ 

Sanskrit kaṁsa ‘a vessel 

made of metal; copper, 

brass, bell-metal’ 

gaṅsa ~ kaṅśa ‘vessel 

made of metal; white 

copper, bell-metal’ 

gangsa ~ kangsa ‘bell-

metal, bronze’ 

Sanskrit kāṇḍa ‘an 

arrow’ 

kaṇḍa ‘arrow?’ ~ gaṇḍi 
‘bow (and arrow)?’ 5 

 

kəndi ‘a weapon of 

romance’ 

Sanskrit kandala ‘a 

portent (as an eclipse, 

supposed to forebode 

evil)’ 

– gendala ~ kəndala 

‘hindrance, obstacle’ 

Sanskrit khaḍga ‘a 

sword, scymitar’ 

kadga ~ gadga ‘sword, 

dagger’ 

– 

Sanskrit krakaca ‘saw’ – gərgaji ‘saw’ 

Sanskrit kuṇḍala ‘a ring, 

ear-ring’ 

guṇḍala ~ goṇḍala ~ 

kuṇḍala ‘ear-ring’ 

– 

Sanskrit kuṇḍī ‘k.o. 

vessel’ 

kuṇḍi ‘bowl, pitcher, 

pot’ 

kəndi ~ gəndi ‘water-

goglet’ 

Sanskrit kuruvinda ‘a 

ruby’ 

guruwinda ‘ruby, deep 

red’ 

– 

Sanskrit kuśala ‘right, 

proper; able, skilful’ 

kuśala ‘skilled, expert; 

good, virtuous; religious 

foundation, temple’ ~ 

gusali ‘a smithy’ 

–  
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Source Old Javanese Malay 

Tamil kaṭai ‘shop, 

bazaar, market’ 

gaḍay ~ gaḍe ‘pawn’ Gadai ‘pledging, 

pawning, mortgaging’ ~ 

kədai ‘shop’ 

Tamil koṇṭi ‘prostitute, 

concubine’ 

guṇḍik ‘female 

attendant’ 

gundik ‘secondary wife’ 

Tamil kuḻai ‘to become 

soft, mashy, pulpy, as 

well-cooked’6 
 

gulay-gulayan ‘curry-

dishes’ 

gulai ‘wet-currying; 

currying in rich highly-

spiced sauce’ 

 

The addition of word-final /h/ or glottal stop /ʔ/  

Interdialectical borrowing in Malay can lead to the sporadic addition of a word-

final /h/ or glottal stop /ʔ/.7 
This is especially the case for words ending in /e/ or 

/o/, which violate the (original) Malay phonotactics (Alieva et al. 1991: 58-59): 

 

1) capek ‘tired, worn, weary’ < *cape < Tamil cappai ‘that which is weak, 

lean, emaciated’ 

2) contoh ‘sample, model, specimen’ < *conto < Tamil cauttu ‘pattern, 

sample, model’ 

3) jodoh ‘twin-soul, affinity, second self, match’ < *jodo < Tamil, etc. jōḍu 

‘a pair, a couple’ 

4) katek ‘dwarfed’ < *kate < Tamil kaṭṭai ‘that which is short, low, 

dwarfish’ 

5) tempoh (in Malaysia) ‘time’ < tempo (in Indonesia) < Portuguese tempo 

id. 

 

However, the tendency is also observed in other vowels: 

 

6) bilak ‘bael fruit’ < MIA *billa id. 

7) gajah ‘elephant’ < Sanskrit gaja id. 

8) galuh ‘gem’ < Sanskrit galū ‘a sort of gem’ 

9) manik ‘bead’ < Sanskrit maṇi ‘a jewel, gem, pearl’ 

10) patih ‘minister’ < Sanskrit pati ‘lord, ruler’ 

 

In the case of post-glottalisation, Mahdi (2000b: 850) identifies interdialectical 

borrowing across Malay varieties as a likely cause. The same presumably holds 

true for the addition of word-final /h/ (cf. Robson 1969: 3, Suryadi 2008: 218). It 

is also attested in Old Javanese (Gonda 1973: 415-419). 
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The creation of ‘formal’ by-forms  

The Javanese language is famous for its high speech levels and associated ways 

of creating ‘formal’ (krama) equivalents out of everyday (ngoko) words (cf. 

Uhlenbeck 1978). Indic loanwords typically entered the “high” speech levels. 

Therefore, a closer look at these strategies of word manipulation may help us 

understand the phonological integration of loanwords and the transformations 

they undergo. One of the most productive processes to create secondary forms is 

through replacement of the final syllable by -ntən and occasionally -ntun. This 

process is predominantly applied to syllables containing /r/, while the 

substitution of /l/, /w/ and other phonemes is also attested. Formal by-forms so 

created exist for inherited vocabulary as well as loanwords. Table 3 lists some 

Indic loanwords in Old Javanese and their -ntən / -ntun equivalents. The same 

process is observed in Sundanese (Noorduyn & Teeuw 2006: 63). 

 
Table 3:  By-forms with -ntən / -ntun in Old Javanese 

Source Old Javanese -ntən / -ntun 

equivalent 

Hindi mahāṛī ‘mansion, house’ 8 
 mahari ~ mari ‘small 

pavilion, bower’ 

mahantǝn ~ 

mantǝn 

MIA *?pāḍala ‘Stereospermum 

chelonoides (L.f.) DC. (the tree 

bearing the trumpet-flower)’ 

paḍali ‘a part. k.o. tree’ paḍantǝn 

Sanskrit apsaras ‘a class of 

female divinities’ 

apsarī ‘celestial nymph’ apsantun 

Sanskrit āvāra ‘shelter, defence; 

enclosing, keeping out’ 

awara ‘that which 

screens off, hinders so. 

to reach?’ 

awantǝn 

Sanskrit bali ‘tribute, offering, 

gift, oblation’ 

bali ‘offering’ bantǝn 

Sanskrit dina ‘a day’ dina ‘day; daylight’ dintǝn 

Sanskrit gopura ‘a town-gate, a 

gate’ 

gopura id. gopuntǝn 

Sanskrit guru ‘any venerable or 

respectable person; a spiritual 

parent or preceptor’ 

guru ‘venerable person, 

(spiritual) preceptor, 

teacher’ 

guntǝn 

Sanskrit (late) hīra ‘a diamond’ hīra id. hintǝn 

Sanskrit nagara ‘city, town’ nagara ‘palace, court, 

residence, capital, state 

or realm’ 

nagantun 
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Source Old Javanese -ntən / -ntun 

equivalent 

Sanskrit sāra ‘best part, 

quintessence’ 

sāri ~ sari ‘essence, 

quintessence; pollen, 

flower’ 

santǝn ~ santun 

Sanskrit śarīra ‘the body; one’s 

body i.e. one’s own person’ 

śarīra ‘body; one’s own 

person’ 

śarintǝn 

Sanskrit vihāra ‘a monastery or 

temple’ 

wihāra ~ bihāra 

‘monastery’ 
wihantǝn 

Tamil kōṭṭi ‘door of a house’ kori ‘door’ 9 
 kontǝn 

 

Some by-forms have pushed out their unmodified precursors, considerably 

complicating etymological scholarship. For instance, mahantǝn ‘small pavilion, 

bower’ features in Old Javanese kakawin literature, whereas mahari (< Hindi 

mahāṛī ‘mansion, house’) is only attested in Middle Javanese kidung literature 

(Gonda 1973: 614, Zoetmulder 1982: 1086). Table 4 lists tentative loanwords of 

which only the by-forms with -ntən are documented. 

 
Table 4:   Loanwords with -ntən in Old Javanese 

Old Javanese Malay source 

banantǝn ~ balanten ~ walanten 

‘cloth washed or prepared in a 

special way’ 

bənara 

‘laundryman, 

washerman’ 

Tamil vaṇṇāra 

‘washer-’ 10 

jintən ~ gintən ‘cumin’ 11 
 jintan Hindi jīrā id. 

jomantĕn ‘a precious stone 

(emerald?)’ 

jəmərud ‘emerald’ Arabic zumurrud id. 

mahantǝn ~ mantǝn ‘k.o. precious 

stone or metal?’ 

– Sanskrit mahārha 

‘very valuable or 

precious’ 

santən ‘coconut milk (pressed 

from coconut meat)’ 

santan id. Sanskrit sāra ‘best 

part, quintessence’ 

santǝn ‘a chessman, piece at chess 

(or a k.o. draughts) or 

backgammon, k.o. small cube or 

die used in games with dice’ 

– Sanskrit śārī ‘a 

chessman’ 12 
 

sikantǝn ‘a certain flower (k.o. 

jasmine?)’ 
– Sanskrit (late) 

śikharin ‘Arabian 

jasmine (Jasminum 
sambac (L.) Sol.)’ 

 

This process can also explain some atypical words in Malay. For instance, it has 

almost become textbook knowledge that Malay anjing ‘dog’ developed out of an 
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earlier asu in the same meaning. The first scholar to argue so was Tuuk (1862: 

126), who called attention to similar pairs in Javanese in which the element 

/asu(C)/ was replace by /njing/, e.g. masuk ‘to enter’ ~ (lit.) manjing id., esuk 

‘morning’ ~ (krama) enjing id., besuk ‘(in the) future’ ~ (krama) benjing id., 

kərasukan ‘possessed (by a spirit)’ ~ kəranjingan id. 13 
The word anjing may 

indeed be a Javanese borrowing, as it is found in the Middle Javanese texts 

Kidung Sunda, Rangga Lawe, and Wangbang Wideha (Zoetmulder 1982: 107). 14 

But in Malay, too, a similar process of word manipulation was adopted, although 

not quite as productively as in Javanese. The corresponding Malay suffix is –
ntan. 15 

The following examples appear to be Malay formations, as they are 

unattested in Javanese: 

 

11) antan ‘pestle, pounding rod for rice’ 16 
< alu ‘pounder, pestle’ 

12) pantun ‘poetry form consisting of verses of four lines each’ < Old 

Javanese parik ‘in a row, together?’ 17 
 

13) pentan ‘clear, obvious, proved, established’ < peta ‘clearly, plainly’ 

14) piantan ‘usual or right time’ < (musim) piama ‘the right season (for 

beginning rice-planting)’ 

 

This tendency was not restricted to Malay sensu stricto. Adelaar (1992: 52 fn. 

95) calls attention to Banjar cuntan ‘to steal’ (< curi) and kuantan ‘wide-

mouthed cooking-pot’ (< kuala). We may also compare Minangkabau sapantun 

‘like’ and Malay səpərti id. (Wilkinson 1932/2: 443). In general, however, most 

attestations in WMP languages can be explained through (Old) Javanese. Some 

examples are listed in Table 5. 

 
Table 5:   By-forms from Old Javanese adopted in other WMP languages 

Old Javanese -ntən / -ntun 

equivalent 

Other WMP languages 

hīra ‘a diamond’ hintən Malay intan ‘diamond’, Javanese 

intən id., Sundanese intən ‘precious 

stone’, Balinese hintən ‘diamond’, 

Acehnese intan id., Karo Batak intan 

‘precious stone’, Toba Batak intan 

id., Angkola-Mandailing Batak intan 

‘diamond, precious stone’, Cham 

intan ~ itan ‘diamond, pearl, 

precious’, Makasar intang 

‘diamond’, Tausug intan id., 

Maranao intan ‘jewel, diamond’ 
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Old Javanese -ntən / -ntun 

equivalent 

Other WMP languages 

jalu ‘male; man, 

husband’ 

jantən Malay jantan ‘male, masculine’, 

Acehnese jantan ‘manly, masculine, 

brave’, Sundanese (ləməs) jantən 

‘male’, Toba Batak jantan ‘male 

(animal)’, Karo Batak jantan id. 

– (Hindi jīrā ‘cumin’) jintən ~ gintən Malay jintan, Toba Batak jintan, 

Javanese jintən, Sundanese jintən, 

Balinese jintən ~ gintan, Makasar 

gintang id. 

sāri ‘best part, 

quintessence’ 

santən ‘best 

part, 

quintessence; 

female 

breasts; 

coconut milk’ 

Malay santan ‘coconut milk (pressed 

from coconut meat)’, Acehnese 

santan, Gayo santan ~ santɯn, Toba 

Batak santan, Javanese santən, 

Balinese santən, Makasar santang 

id., Angkola-Mandailing Batak 

santan ‘k.o. confectionary’, Maranao 

santan ‘food of rice milk and sugar’, 

Tausug santan ‘sugared coconut 

milk with cooked rice’, Tagalog 

santán ‘coconut milk and molasses 

mixed and cooked together’ 

sari ‘lastingly; day 

after day’ 

santun Malay santun ‘quiet and modest in 

manner’,18 Acehnese santon 

‘civilised, polite, well-mannered’, 

Gayo sumpɯn-santun ‘civilised 

manners’, Cham santun ‘respectful, 

polite, obsequious’, Toba Batak 

santun ‘polite in speech’ 

 

In addition to inherited and borrowed vocabulary, it may be pointed out that 

several Malay plant names also end in -ntan (or -ntun). These could then become 

elements in toponyms, such as bintan ‘Cerbera odollam Gaertn.’ (cf. Pulau 

Bintan ‘Bintan Island’), kantan ‘Etlingera elatior (Jack) R.M.Sm.’ (cf. Kampung 
Kantan ‘Kantan Village’), siantan ‘Pavetta indica L.’ (cf. Sungai Siantan 

‘Siantan River’), etc. Other Malay toponyms ending in –ntan include Bantan, 

Kəlantan, Kuantan and Kalimantan. In Javanese, a limited set of names for 

places and peoples have a krama-form ending in -ntən: Cintən ‘Chinese’ (< 

Cina), Maduntən (< Madura) and Kəḍintən (< Kəḍiri). In addition, a number of 

Javanese female names display the suffix, e.g. Jamintən, Jumintən, Mintən, 

Rasmintən, Sarintən, and Sumintən. 19 
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Substitution of word-final /a/ by /i/  

Most WMP languages, including Malay and Javanese, originally lacked 

lexicalised gender-specification except in a limited set of kinship terms. Due to 

contact with Indo-Aryan languages, analogical patterns of gender-assignment 

emerged in some WMP languages. The most productive process is the formation 

of secondary bases ending in /i/, which typically mark feminine forms of stems 

ending in /a/ (Gonda 1973: 427-430; De Casparis 1988: 53, Hoogervorst in 

press). In Sanskrit, nouns with a-stems tend to be masculine or neuter. Some of 

these stems display feminine forms ending in /ī/. In a number of cases, this type 

of gender marking remains intact after borrowing into WMP languages (Table 

6). 

 
Table 6:   Male and female forms in Sanskrit and Malay 

Sanskrit Malay meaning Sanskrit Malay meaning 

brāhmaṇa bərahmana ‘Brahmin’ brāhmaṇī bərahmani 
‘Brahmin 

woman’ 

deva dewa ‘god’ devī dewi ‘goddess’ 

putra putra ‘son’ putrī putri ‘daughter’ 

rākṣasa raksasa ‘demon’ rākṣasī raksasi ‘demoness’ 

sahodara saudara 
‘uterine 

brother’ 
sahodarī saudari 

‘uterine 

sister’ 

 

Some forms developed unexpected semantic distinctions in Malay. For example, 

Sanskrit kāla (m.) ~ kālī (f.) ‘time’ became Malay kala ‘time (period)’ ~ kali 

‘time (occasion, instance)’ 20 
and nagara (m.) ~ nagarī (f.) ‘city, town’ became 

nəgara ‘state, government, nation’ ~ nəgəri ‘land, country’. In other cases, only 

the female form made its way into WMP languages. Gonda (1973: 165) calls 

attention to the following set of borrowings (updated by the present author): 

 

15) Sanskrit pārāpatī ‘female pigeon’ > Malay mərpati ‘dove, pigeon’, 21 

Acehnese mirahpati ‘domestic pigeon’, Gayo birahpati, Toba Batak 

darapati, 22 Karo Batak darapati, Angkola-Mandailing Batak darapati, 

Sundanese japati id., Cebuano salampáti ‘pigeon’, Kapampangan 

patipati id., Maranao marapatik ‘domesticated dove; dove; pigeon’, 

Tausug māpati ‘short billed, grey-headed pigeon’, Tagalog kalapati 

‘dove, pigeon’, Ilokano kalapáti id. 
 

Loanwords ending in /i/ may also reflect the Sanskrit suffix -in (cf. Gonda 1973: 

420). This suffix is used to derive adjectives from nouns, which are often used 

nominally (substansives). WMP languages typically borrow the nominative 

singular form, which ends in /ī/ (Table 7). 
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Table 7:   Old Javanese i-forms reflecting Sanskrit -in 

Sanskrit 

stem 

Old 

Javanese 

meaning Sanskrit 

derivation 

(nom. sg.) 

Old 

Javanese 

meaning 

guṇa ‘quality, 

virtue’ 

guṇī  

(< guṇin) 

guṇī ‘endowed 

with good 

qualities or 

merits’ 

kacchapa kacapa ‘a turtle, 

tortoise’ 

kacchapī 

(< 

kacchapin) 

kacapi ‘k.o. lute’ 

kāma ‘desire, love, 

affection’ 

kāmī  

(< kāmin) 

kāmī ‘lover, given 

to passions’ 

kuṇḍa  ‘bowl-shaped 

vessel’ 

kuṇḍī  

(< kuṇḍin) 

kuṇḍi ‘k.o. vessel’ 

mantra ‘sacred text’ mantrī  
(< mantrin) 

mantrī ~ 

mantri 
‘king’s 

counsellor’ 

pakṣa ‘wing’ pakṣī  

(< pakṣin) 

pakṣi ‘bird’ 

rāga  ‘red colour, 

redness’ 

rāgī  
(< rāgin) 

rāgī ‘filled with 

passion’ 

roga ‘illness, 

disease’ 

rogī  

(< rogin) 

rogī ‘ill, sick’ 

vrata brata ‘mode or 

manner of life’ 

vratī  

(< vratin) 

bratī ‘engaged in 

religious 

observance’ 

yoga ‘practice of 

self-

concentration’ 

yogī  

(< yogin) 

yogī ~ 

yogi 

‘practitioner 

of yoga’ 

 

For kacchapa, kuṇḍa and roga, primarily the derived i-forms have spread across 

WMP languages: 

 

16) Sanskrit kacchapa ‘a turtle, tortoise’ > kacchapī ‘a female tortoise; k.o. 

lute’ > Old Javanese kacapi ‘k.o. lute’, Sundanese kacapi ‘k.o. sitar’, 

Malay kəcapi ‘four-stringed lute’, Acehnese kucapi id., Toba Batak 

hasapi ‘two-stringed guitar’, Makasar kacaping ‘k.o. stringed 
instrument’, Karo Batak kucapi ~ kulcapi ‘k.o. stringed instrument, 

mandolin’, Tagalog kudyapî ‘ancient native guitar; lyre’, Cebuano 

kudyapì ‘musical instrument with six or more strings’, Ilokano kudiápi 
‘lyre, k.o. violin with two wire strings’, Maranao kotiyapiʔ ‘guitar; 

banjo’ 
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17) Sanskrit kuṇḍa ‘bowl-shaped vessel’ > kuṇḍī ‘k.o. vessel’ > Old 

Javanese kuṇḍi id., Javanese kuṇḍi ~ kəṇḍi ‘earthenware water carafe 

with a spout’, Sundanese kəndi ‘earthen or metal water jar’, Malay gəndi 

~ kəndi ‘water-goglet’, Gayo kəndi ‘drinking jar’, Toba Batak hondi 
‘water jar’, Karo Batak kandi-kandi ‘bamboo vessel for palm wine’, 

Angkola-Mandailing Batak hondi ‘jar with spout, teapot’, Cham kadi 
‘teapot, kettle, ewer spout’, Makasar gandi ‘imported water jar with 

neck and spout’, Maranao kendiʔ ‘kettle’ 

18) Sanskrit roga ‘illness, disease’ > rogī ‘ill, sick’ > Old Javanese rogī id., 

Malay rugi ‘loss, injury, tort’, 23 
Cham ragi (Cambodia dial. rugi) 

‘damage’, Acehnese rugɔə ‘loss, disadvantage, damage’, Gayo rugi 

‘loss, damage, reducing’, Karo Batak rugi ‘loss’, Toba Batak rugi 
‘damage, loss’, Angkola-Mandailing Batak rugi, Sundanese rugi id., 

Javanese rugi ‘to suffer a financial loss’, Balinese (high) rugi ‘harm, 

damage’, Makasar rugi ‘suffering from damage or loss’, Tausug lugiʔ 

‘showing a loss of failure to gain’, Ilokano lúgi ‘loss in business’, 

Tagalog lugi ‘financial loss in a business deal’, Cebuano lúgì ‘being 

outsmarted, fooled’ 

 

In some cases, the word-final /i/ in loanwords may reflect a combination in 

Sanskrit with a past participle – e.g. -bhūta ‘has been, has become’ or -kr̥ta ‘has 

been made’ – which was omitted in the recipient languages: 

 

19) Sanskrit bhasman ‘pulverising, ashes’ > bhasmībhūta ‘reduced to ashes’ 

~ bhasmīkr̥ta ‘made into ashes’ > Old Javanese bhasmi ‘ashes; reduced 

to ashes, pulverised’, Javanese (krama) bəsmi ‘to burn’, Sundanese 

basmi ‘to exterminate’, Malay basmi ‘to root out, to exterminate, to 

destroy’, Balinese (kawi) basmi ‘ash’ 

20) Sanskrit khila ‘a piece of waste or uncultivated land situated between 

cultivated fields, desert’ > khilībhūta ‘having become deserted’ > Old 

Javanese kili ‘female wiku, nun, anchoress’, Malay kili ‘female 

anchorite’ 24 
 

21) Sanskrit sajja ‘fixed, prepared, ready for’ > sajjībhūta ‘been prepared’ ~ 

sajjīkr̥ta ‘made ready’ > Old Javanese saji ‘what is made ready to be 

presented, necessities, requisites, esp. for rituals and ceremonies, 

offerings’, Javanese saji ‘to make an offering’, Malay saji ‘served up, 

dished up, dressed’, Sundanese saji ‘round bowl; gift, offer’, Balinese 

(lit.) saji ‘offerings of prepared food’, Cham saji ‘k.o. bowl to protect 

food from dust’ 

22) Sanskrit śūnya ‘empty, void, desolate’ > śūnyīkr̥ta ‘made empty’ > 

Malay sunyi ‘deserted’, Acehnese sunyi ~ sunyɔə ‘lonely, deserted, 

silent’, Sundanese suni ‘silent, deserted’ 25 
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Along similar lines, we may call attention to the following series: 

 

23) Sanskrit bhāga ‘a part, portion, share’ 26  > bhāgīkr̥ ‘to divide, to share’ > 

Malay bagi ~ bahagi ‘to share’, Javanese bage ‘to share, to distribute’, 

Sundanese bagi ‘to share’, Balinese bagi ‘portion, part, share’, Toba 

Batak bagi ‘a share’, Angkola-Mandailing Batak bagi ‘a share, a part’, 

Karo Batak bagi ‘share, divide’, Gayo bagi id., Tagalog bahagi ‘part, 

portion, share’, Ilokano bági ‘share, portion, lot, part’, Maranao bagiʔ 
‘divide, distribute, share’, Tausug bahagiʔ ‘share, allotment, section’ 

 

As was first pointed out by Gonda (1973: 428), Old Javanese displays a number 

of specifically feminine forms unattested in the Sanskrit precursors (Table 8). 

 
Table 8:  Secondary feminine forms in Old Javanese 

Sanskrit Old Javanese Old Javanese -i form 

apsaras ‘a class of 

female divinities’ 27 
 

apsara ‘class of male 

divinities’ 

apsarī ‘celestial nymph’ 

devatā ‘godhead, 

divinity’ 

dewatā ~ dewata ‘god, 

deity’ 

dewatī ‘goddess’
 

parameśvara ‘Supreme 

Lord, Supreme Being, 

God’ 

parameśwara ‘Supreme 

Lord, God; king’ 

parameśwarī ‘first wife 

of the king, queen’28  

paricara ‘an attendant, 

servant, follower’ 

paricāra ‘assistant, 

servant’ 

paricāri ‘female 

assistant’ 

sumanasa ‘name of a 

group of gods’29 
 

sumanasa ‘a god’ sumanasī ‘a goddess’
 

tapas ‘religious 

austerity, penance, 

severe meditation’ 

tapa ~ tapa-tapa 

‘ascetic, hermit’ 

tapi ~ tapī ~ tapi-tapi 
‘female ascetic or 

hermit’
 

 

This process of gender-marking has also been taken over into modern 

(Indonesian) Malay. 30 
 Thus, siswi ‘female pupil’ was created in analogy to siswa 

‘pupil’ (< Sanskrit śiṣya) and təruna ‘cadet’ (< Sanskrit taruṇa ‘young; a youth’) 

obtained the female counterpart təruni ‘female cadet’. A limited set of non-Indic 

words display a similar distinction. The word bayata ‘freshman’ (< Arabic 
bayyāta ‘boarder (student)’), for example, has obtained an infrequently used 

female counterpart bayati. Certain inherited forms and neologisms, too, 

developed a gender distinction based on the substitution (or addition) or word-

final /i/, especially in colloquial language:  

 

24) calo vs. cali ‘middleman; tout’ 
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25) konco vs. konci ‘friend’ 

26) mahasiswa vs. mahasiswi ‘student’ 

27) marhaen vs. marhaeni ‘man-of-the-people’ 

28) pəmbaca vs. pəmbaci ‘reader’ 

29) (pə)muda vs. (pə)mudi ‘youngster’ 

30) plonco vs. plonci ‘college freshman’ 

 

Alternation between /a/ and /i/ has also lead to processes of back-formation. For 

example, Old Javanese kartra ‘scissors’ probably goes back to Sanskrit kartari 
‘scissors, a knife, or any instrument for cutting’ (Gonda 1973: 416). 31 

Along 

similar lines, Malay pramugari ‘stewardess’ (< Javanese pramugari ‘leader’), 

obtained a “male” equivalent pramugara ‘steward’ by false association – the 

Javanese form is gender neutral. The picture becomes more complex upon 

comparing other WMP languages. Often, two forms coexist; one reflecting the 

Sanskrit etymon and one constituting a secondary base with /i/. Table 9 lists a 

number of examples whose semantic innovations are unattested in (Indian) 

Sanskrit and appear to have taken place in Maritime Southeast Asia. 

 
Table 9:  Fluctuation between /a/ and /i/ in WMP languages 

Sanskrit WMP 

-a form -i form 

artha ‘aim, purpose; 

meaning; wealth’ 

Old Javanese artha 

‘sense, meaning’, 

Tagalog halata ‘obvious, 

noticeable, perceptible; 

apparent, visible’ 

Old Javanese arthi 

‘meaning, explanation’, 

Javanese arti ‘meaning, 

idea conveyed’, Malay 

ərti ~ arti ‘meaning, 

significance’, Balinese 

harti ‘meaning, content, 

significance’, Acehnese 

harɯtɔə ‘meaning, sense, 

explanation’, Toba Batak 

arti ‘to understand’, 

Angkola-Mandailing 

Batak arti ‘meaning, 

intention’, Sundanese 

harti ~ arti ‘sense, 

meaning’, Tausug hāti 

‘meaning, understanding’ 

Javanese (krama) arta 

‘money’, Malay harta 

‘property, wealth’, 

Acehnese arɯta 

‘possessions, property’, 

Gayo harəta id., 

Sundanese harta ~ arta 

‘treasure, wealth’, 

Balinese harta ‘money’, 

Toba Batak arta 

‘property’, Angkola-

Mandailing Batak arta 

‘wealth, goods, 

property’, Tausug altaʔ 

‘possessions, wealth’ 
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Sanskrit WMP 

-a form -i form 

aṣṭāṅga ‘consisting of 

eight parts’ 

Old Javanese aṣṭāṅga 
‘eight parts or 

categories’ 

Old Javanese aṣṭāṅgi 
‘incense (prepared from 

eight ingredients)’, 

Malay sətanggi ‘incense’ 

bhāṇḍa ‘goods, wares, 

merchandise’ 

Old Javanese bhāṇḍa 

‘goods, wares, 

merchandise’, Malay 

bənda ‘thing (of value), 

property’, Javanese 

baṇḍa ‘wealth, fortune, 

property’, Sundanese 

(ləməs) banda 

‘possessions, property’, 

Acehnese bɯnda 

‘objects of value, 

ornaments’, Gayo bəndɯ 

‘object’, Toba Batak 

bonda ‘goods, property’, 

Angkola-Mandailing 

Batak bonda id. 

Makasar †banri ‘gold’, 

Tagalog †bandi 
‘commercially leased 

land’, Kapampangan 

bandi ‘dear, love’ ~ 

bahandì ‘wealth, 

treasure’ 32 
 

bīja ‘seed (of plants), 

semen (of men and 

animals); grain’ 

Old Javanese wīja ‘seed; 

offspring; grain’, 

Balinese wija ~ bija 

‘very white rice, used in 

offerings’, Makasar bija 

‘offspring, descendants’ 

Old Javanese wiji ~ iji 

‘seed, kernel’, Malay biji 
‘seed, grain, testicle’, 

Balinese wiji ‘seed’, 

Acehnese bijeh ‘kernel, 

grain, seed’, Gayo biji 

‘pith’, Cham pajaiḥ 

‘lineage, origin, seed’, 

Makasar bigi ‘small 

piece’, Tausug bigi ‘a 

seed’ 

drava ‘fluid; juice, 

essence, decoction’ 

Malay dərawa ‘syrup’, 

Old Javanese drawa ‘to 

liquefy, melt, dissolve’, 

Balinese drawa ‘to flow 

smoothly’ 

Karo Batak durabi ‘milk 

(colostrum) of forest 

animals’ 
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Sanskrit WMP 

-a form -i form 

japa ‘muttered prayer or 

spell’ 

Old Javanese japa 

‘muttered prayer or 

recitation of mantras, 

etc.’, Javanese japa 

‘magical incantation’, 

Balinese (kawi) japa 

‘magic formula’ 

Javanese (krama) japi 
‘magical incantation’, 

Balinese (kawi) japi 
‘magic formula’, Malay 

jampi ‘use of 

incantations in black 

magic’, Sundanese jampe 

‘magic formula’, Toba 

Batak jampi ‘to achieve 

something through 

prayer or magic 

formulas’ 

kalaha ‘strife, quarrel, 

fight’ 

 

Old Javanese kalaha 

‘strife, contention, 

quarrel, fight’ 

Malay kəlahi ‘to quarrel, 

to fight’ 

kāṇḍa ‘an arrow’ Old Javanese kaṇḍa 

‘arrow?’ 

Old Javanese gaṇḍi ‘bow 

(and arrow)?’,33 Malay 

kəndi ‘a weapon of 

romance’, Acehnese 

gandɔə ‘crossbow (with 

pellets as projectiles), 

catapult’ 

kaṁsa ‘a vessel made of 

metal; copper, brass, 

bell-metal’ 

Old Javanese gaṅsa ~ 
kaṅśa ‘vessel made of 

metal; white copper, 

bell-metal’, Javanese 

gangsa ‘bronze; gamelan 

gong’, Malay gangsa ~ 

kangsa ‘bell-metal, 

bronze’, Sundanese 

gangsa ‘bell-metal’, 

Balinese gangsa, 

Makasar gassa id., 

Tausug gangsaʔ ‘a brass 

bowl’ 

Old Javanese kaṅsi ‘a 

musical instrument’, 

Balinese kangsi ‘a 

musical instrument’ 
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Sanskrit WMP 

-a form -i form 

kuṇḍala ‘a ring, ear-ring; 

a fetter, tie’ 

Old Javanese guṇḍala ~ 
goṇḍala ~ kuṇḍala ‘ear-

ring’ 

Old Javanese kuṇḍali 
‘bridle?’, Javanese 

kəṇḍali ‘the bridle, bit 

(horse)’, Balinese 

kuṇḍali, Malay kəndali 

id. 

kuśala ‘right, proper; 

able, skilful’ 

Old Javanese kuśala 

‘skilled, expert; good, 

virtuous; religious 

foundation, temple’ 

Old Javanese gosali ~ 

gusali ‘a smithy’, 34 
 

Javanese gusali 
‘blacksmith’, Sundanese 

gosali ‘smithy’, Balinese 

hasta kosali ‘title of a 

book of measurements 

for houses’ (hasta = 

‘hand’), Tagalog gusali 

‘building’ 35 
 

kuṭumba ‘a household, 

members of a 

household’ 

Old Javanese kuṭumba 

‘household’ 

Old Javanese kuṭumbī 

‘wife, woman in the 

house’, Javanese (lit.) 

kuṭumbi ‘wife’ 36 
 

padma ‘lotus’ Old Javanese padma, 

Malay padma id. 

Javanese padmi ‘queen, a 

king’s wife of equal 

rank’, Malay padmi 
‘Queen Consort’, 

Sundanese (poet.) padmi 
‘royal woman of first 

rank’ 
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Sanskrit WMP 

-a form -i form 

pūjā ‘honour, worship, 

respect’ 

Old Javanese pūjā 

‘honour, worship, 

respect’, Malay puja 

‘veneration, worship, 

adoration’, Sundanese 

puja ‘religious 

veneration’, Acehnese 

puja ‘to venerate’, Gayo 

pujɯ ‘veneration’, 

Balinese puja ‘sacrifice, 

worship, honour’, Cham 

puja ‘distinguish, 

estimate, appreciate’ 

Old Javanese puji 
‘worship’, Malay puji 

‘praise, laudation’, 

Sundanese puji ‘praise, 

fame, glory’, Balinese 

(lit.) puji ‘worship, glory, 

honour’, Acehnese pujɔə 

‘to praise, worship, 

venerate’, Angkola-

Mandailing Batak puji 

id., Cham puji 
‘distinguish, estimate, 

appreciate’, Tagalog puri 

‘compliment, plaudit, 

praise’, Kapampangan 

puri ‘honour’, Tausug 

puji ‘to glorify, praise, 

worship’ 

putra ‘a son, child’ Old Javanese putra id., 

Javanese (krama inggil) 

putra ‘child’, Malay 

putra ‘son, prince’, 

Balinese (lit.) putra ‘son, 

prince, child’ 

Toba Batak †purti ‘son’ 

37 
 

rasa ‘any mixture, elixir, 

potion; mercury, 

quicksilver’ 

Old Javanese rasa 

‘mercury’, Javanese rasa 

‘mercury, quicksilver’, 

Malay raksa id., 

Acehnese raʔsa ~ rasa 

‘quicksilver’, Gayo rasa, 

Karo Batak rasa, 

Makasar rasa id. 

Malay raksi ‘to 

perfume’, Acehnese raʔsi 

‘to perfume with incense’ 
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Sanskrit WMP 

-a form -i form 

sāra ‘the core or pith or 

solid interior of 

anything’ 

Old Javanese sāra ~ sara 

‘core, pith or solid 

interior of anything; 

essential’, Cham 

(Cambodia dial.) asar 

(metathesis) ‘heart, 

centre, essence’ 

Old Javanese sāri ~ sari 
‘quintessence, the best of 

something; pollen; 

flower’, Malay sari 

‘flower, flower-like’, 

Javanese sari ‘essence, 

the best part, pollen of 

plants’, Sundanese sari 
‘fragrant, tasteful, 

excellent’, Balinese sari 

‘flower, best of 

something’ Makasar sari 

‘best part of something’ 

 

We see similar patterns with Middle-Indo-Aryan (“Prakrit”) loanwords, which I 

discuss in more detail in a separate paper (Hoogervorst in press). Table 10 lists 

some examples. 

 
Table 10: Fluctuation between /a/ and /i/ in MIA loanwords 

Sanskrit MIA WMP (-a form) WMP (-i form) 

bhartr̥ ‘a bearer; 

a husband’ 

*bhaṭṭāra Old Javanese 

bhaṭāra ‘a great lord, 

venerable or 

worshipful person, 

deity, etc.’, Malay 

bǝtara ‘god, male 

deity’, Javanese 

baṭara ‘male 

mythological deity’, 

Sundanese batara 

‘god’, Balinese 

batara ‘god (of the 

highest order)’, 

Makasar batara 

‘deity’, Tagalog 
bathalà ‘God’, 

Cebuano bathálà 

‘God’ 

Old Javanese bhaṭārī 

‘goddess (esp. 

Durgā); title of a 

royal lady (only 

Kuntī, as queen-

mother?)’, Malay 

bətari ‘goddess, 

female deity’, 

Javanese baṭari 

‘female mythological 

deity’, Sundanese 

batari ‘goddess’, 

Balinese batari 
‘goddess’ 
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Sanskrit MIA WMP (-a form) WMP (-i form) 

campaka 

‘champak tree’ 

*campaga Old Javanese 

campaga, Makasar 

campaga ‘M. 

champaca’, Ilokano 

sampága ‘Arabian 

jasmine (Jasminum 
sambac (L.) Sol.)’, 

Kapampangan 

sampaga ‘flower’ 

Old Javanese 

campagi id. 

drohaka 

‘mischief doer’ 

*dōhaga Malay dəhaga 

‘insubordination’ 

Malay dahagi id., 

Tagalog duhagi 

‘oppression, ill-

treatment’ 

paṭaha ‘a 

kettledrum, a 

war-drum’ 

*paḍaha Old Javanese paḍaha 

‘drum’ 

Old Javanese paḍahi 

id. 

 

We may also provisionally add Old Javanese paḍali ‘a part. k.o. tree and its 

flowers’ from a MIA reflex (*pāḍala) of Sanskrit pāṭala ‘Stereospermum 

chelonoides (L.f.) DC. (the tree bearing the trumpet-flower)’. In addition to these 

Indic loanwords, the early Persian loan naqāra ‘kettle-drum’ was borrowed as 

nəgara in Malay, but as nageri in Old Javanese. 38 In other cases, the a-form was 

entirely pushed out by the i-form: 

 

31) Sanskrit krakaca ‘a saw’ > Malay gərgaji ‘saw, to saw’, Acehnese 

grɔgajɔə ~ gɔgajɔə ‘a saw’, Gayo gərgaji, Javanese graji, Balinese 

gargaji ~ grəgaji, Makasar garagaji, Toba Batak garagaji, Angkola-

Mandailing Batak garagaji id., Tagalog lagarí ‘carpenter’s saw’, 

Ilokano ragádi, Cebuano lagádì id., Maranao garogadiʔ ‘file (a tool)’, 

Tausug gawgariʔ id. 

32) Sanskrit kuddāla ‘k.o. spade or hoe’ > Toba Batak hudali ‘a hoe with 

three iron tines’ 39 
 

33) Sanskrit kūpa ‘a flask, bottle’ > Old Javanese kupi ‘small well; flask, 

bottle’, Malay kupi ‘flask’, Makasar kupiʔ ‘earthenware teapot’ 

34) Sanskrit nairr̥ta ‘south-western’ > Old Javanese nairr̥ti ~ nairiti ~ nəriti 

‘southwest’, Toba Batak nariti, Karo Batak nariti, Angkola-Mandailing 
Batak nariti id. 

35) Sanskrit pārvaṇa ‘belonging or relating to a division of time or to the 

changes of the moon (such as at new or full moon); increasing, waxing, 

full’ > Old Javanese parwaṇī ‘the period of a change of the moon’, 

Malay pərbani ‘at its highest or lowest point (of the tide)’ 
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36) Sanskrit pāṭala ‘red kamala (Mallotus philippensis (Lam.) Müll.Arg.)’ > 

Cham (mystic language) pattalli ‘jasmine’ 

37) Sanskrit rajjuvāla ‘k.o. wild fowl’ > Malay rajawali ‘eagle, king of 

birds’, 40 
Acehnese rajawali ‘k.o. eagle or hawk’, Toba Batak rajawali 

id., Gayo rɯjɯwali ‘hawk’, Sundanese rajawali ‘eagle’, Makasar 

rajawali ‘k.o. large bird of prey’ 

38) Sanskrit tadā ‘at that time, then, in that case’ > Malay tadi ‘just now’, 

Sundanese tadi id. 

 

Again, the same holds true for MIA borrowings: 

 

39) Sanskrit āśvayujya ‘belonging to Aśvayuja; of Aśvayuja’ > MIA *asojja 

> Old Javanese asuji ‘a month of the lunar calendar’, Toba Batak †si 

Sudiya, Karo Batak †si Sudi, 41 
Malagasy (dial.) asotry ~ asotra ‘winter 

and autumn’ 42 
 

40) Sanskrit mastaka ‘head’ > MIA *matthaga > Angkola-Mandailing 

Batak mantagi (poet.) ‘forehead’ 

41) Sanskrit saraka ‘a drinking vessel, goblet’ > MIA *saraga > Old 

Javanese saragi ‘a copper kettle or pot’ 

42) Sanskrit śūlikā ‘having a spear or any sharp instrument; one who 

impales criminals; a spit for roasting’ > MIA *sūligā > Old Javanese 

suligi ‘k.o. spear, javelin’, Javanese sligi ‘k.o. spear’, Malay səligi 
‘wooden dart or javelin’, Acehnese sɯligɔə ‘short javelin’, Sundanese 

suligi ‘k.o. spear or lance’, Balinese səligi ‘a wooden dart’, Malagasy 

solohy ‘a spear, a javelin’, Angkola-Mandailing Batak suligi ‘splinter’, 

Toba Batak suligi ‘bamboo lance’, Tagalog suligí ‘dart, small spear or 

lance’ 

 

A possible addition could be the following series, perhaps reflecting an i-form of 

MIA *sāsava (< Sanskrit sarṣapa ‘mustard seed’): 43 
 

 

43) Old Javanese sawi ~ sasawi ~ sawi-sawi ‘mustard’, Javanese sawi, 

Malay sawi ~ sawi-sawi, Balinese sasawi ~ sawi, Sundanese sasawi, 
Toba Batak sabi, Karo Batak sabi, Angkola-Mandailing Batak sabi, 

Gayo sawi, Makasar sawi-sawi, Acehnese sisawi ~ kɯsawi ~ sawi ~ 

sɯsawi, Cham bǝi (Cambodia dial. subǝi) 

 

This preponderance of i-forms in WMP languages demands a closer look at a~i 

alternation in Middle- and New-Indo-Aryan languages. In Hindi, as in other NIA 

languages, the suffix -ī can create feminine forms (Strnad 2013: 226). These may 

be feminine sensu stricto or diminutives. Thus, some apparent Sanskrit 
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loanwords displaying i-forms in WMP languages may have been borrowed 

through a NIA source based on their semantics (Table 11). 

 
Table 11: Transmission of i-forms through a NIA source 

Sanskrit Hindi Hindi (-ī) WMP 

chattra ‘a parasol’ chatr ‘an 

umbrella 

(particularly a 

large umbrella 

held over idols 

and kings)’ 

chatrī ‘an 

umbrella; 

covering, 

canopy’ 

Malay cətəri ‘tent, 

awning, marquee’ 

dolā ‘litter, 

hammock, 

palanquin’ 

ḍolā ‘litter; k.o. 

sedan (in which 

women of rank 

are carried)’ 

ḍolī ‘a small 

portable cot, a 

dooley’ 

Malay duli ~ juli 
‘portable cot, litter 

for sick or 

wounded’, Old 

Javanese joli 

‘palanquin’, 

Javanese joli id., 

Sundanese joli 

‘royal palanquin’, 

Balinese joli ‘a 

decorated carrying-

chair, palanquin’ 

pattra ‘leaf; any 

thin leaf or plate 

of metal or gold-

leaf’ 

paṭrā ~ paṭṛā ‘a 

plank’ 

paṭrī ~ paṭṛī ‘a 

narrow slip of 

metal’ 

Malay patəri 

‘solder; borax’, 

Javanese patri 

‘solder’, Sundanese 

patri, Balinese 

patri, Toba Batak 

parti id., Acehnese 

patrɔə ‘to solder’, 

Tausug patliʔ ‘to 

solder, patch, 

repair (metal)’ 44 
 

 

As I have argued elsewhere, a closer examination of other NIA languages may 

reveal more etyma that spread eastwards (Hoogervorst in press). For example, 

Javanese plangki ‘palanquin’ and Malay pǝlangki ‘box-carriage, four-wheeled 

palanquin-carriage’ may go back to Odia pālaṅki ‘an old fashioned palanquin; 

sedan chair, palki’, ultimately reflecting Sanskrit paryaṅka ‘a bed, litter, 

palanquin’. In several NIA languages, the suffix -ī additionally functions as a 

deriver of abstract nouns, probably influenced or reinforced by the partly 
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overlapping Persian suffix -ī (Strnad 2013: 233). This would explain some WMP 

attestations displaying word-final /i/, both in terms of form and meaning (Table 

12). 

 
Table 12: Indo-Aryan loans spread through a NIA source 

Sanskrit Hindi Hindi (-ī) WMP 

bhāṇḍāgāra ‘a 

treasury; a 

treasure’ 

bhanḍār ‘store-

room, 

magazine, 

warehouse’ 

bhanḍārī ‘store-

keeper, treasurer’ 

Malay bǝndahari 
‘treasury officer’, 

Tagalog bandahali 

‘housekeeper, 

manager’ 

mañjiṣṭha ‘bright 

red (as the Indian 

madder)’ 

majīṭh 

‘madder’ 

†majīṭhī 

‘(something) deep 

red’ 

Old Javanese 

mañjǝṭi ~ mǝñjǝṭi 
‘a part. k.o. fabric 

(prob. an imported 

cloth)’ 

rāga ‘red colour, 

redness’ 

rāg ‘colour, 

hue, dye’ 

rāgī ‘a sort of 

grain’ 45 
 

Old Javanese ragi 

‘yeast’, Balinese 

ragi ‘leaven, yeast, 

fermentation’, 

Malay ragi 
‘fermenting 

medium, yeast’, 

Sundanese ragi 

‘fermentation 

medium’, 

Acehnese ragɔə 

‘yeast, sourdough’, 

Gayo ragi ‘k.o. 

yeast’, Angkola-

Mandailing Batak 

ragi ‘yeast’ 
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Sanskrit Hindi Hindi (-ī) WMP 

sthāna ‘the act of 

standing, rank, 

office, 

appointment, 

dignity, degree’ 

thān ‘place, 

locality; stall 

(for cattle)’ 

thānī ‘the owner 

of a thān; a 

householder; a 

permanent 

cultivator’ 

Old Javanese thāni 
‘villager; village, 

country (opp. to 

town); (cultivated) 

field’, Malay tani 

‘farmer, peasant’, 

Sundanese tani 

‘cultivation’, 

Balinese tani ‘low, 

of low birth, 

unimportant’ 

 

It remains opaque at which developmental stage of Indo-Aryan – and in which 

regions – the aforementioned processes of a~i alternation were most productive. 

An examination of MIA loanwords in Tamil (Emenau & Burrow 1962) reveals 

remarkably similar patterns (Table 13). 

 
Table 13: MIA borrowings in Tamil with word-final /i/ 

Sanskrit MIA Tamil 

dhārṣṭya ‘boldness, audacity, violence’ *dhāṭṭha tāṭṭi ‘cleverness; 

bravery’ 

jyeṣṭha ‘most excellent, pre-eminent, 

first’ 

*jeṭṭha ceṭṭi ‘wrestler, prize-

fighter’ 

kanyā ‘a girl, virgin, daughter’ *kaṇṇā kaṉṉi ‘virgin, maiden, 

young unmarried 

woman’ 

kaparda ‘a small shell or cowry’ *kavaḍḍa kavaṭi ‘cowry’ 

koṣṭha ‘an inner apartment; a 

surrounding wall; any enclosed space or 

area’ 

*koṭṭha kōṭṭi ‘gateway under a 

temple tower; door of 

a house’ 

mardala ‘k.o. drum’ *maddala mattaḷi ‘k.o. drum’ 

śr̥ṅkhala ‘a chain, fetter’ *saṅkala caṅkili ‘chain, link’ 

vartman ‘path, road, way’ *vaṭṭa  vaṭṭi ‘path, way’ 

 

The various overlapping processes of a~i alternation in Indo-Aryan languages 

triggered similar patterns in Old Javanese, where it was also applied to non-Indic 

vocabulary, e.g. rusa > rusi ‘deer’, 46 
tampa > tampi ‘to receive’ and uga > ugi 

(emphatic particle). In modern Javanese, the formation of secondary i-forms has 

become one of the mechanisms of word-formation in the higher speech level 

(krama), alongside the aforementioned suffix -ntən (Uhlenbeck 1978). This 

process is no longer productive with regard to new vocabulary, but has been 
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transmitted to substantial amounts of inherited lexicon and relatively recent 

loanwords, such as walandi ‘Dutch; western’, corresponding to walanda in the 

lower speech level (ngoko). 47 
It remains productive in the lexicography of 

Javanese personal names. Thus, we find several name pairs in which the a-form 

is given to boys and the i-form to girls, e.g. Suharta-Suharti, Sugianta-Sugianti, 

Suparma-Suparmi, Wida-Widi, Marta-Marti (cf. Uhlenbeck 1969: 329, Meij 

2010: 357). 

Dropping of world-final /a/  

The final sound change dealt with here is the epenthesis of the short /a/ in word-

final position. The WMP languages under research generally do not exhibit this 

phonological innovation, 48 
but it is well-attested in Indo-Aryan languages. The 

word-final /a/ is present in Sanskrit, Pali and other early literary languages, 

whereas it is no longer pronounced in standard Hindi, Bengali and most other 

NIA languages, neither in inherited vocabulary nor in orthographically 

unmodified Sanskrit loans (tatsama). Gonda (1973: 32) calls attention to Indo-

Aryan loans that entered Old Javanese not directly from Sanskrit, arguing that 

they reflect vernacular rather than scholarly contact. A closer examination to 

such attestations casts a new light on secondary borrowings transmitted through 

the spoken rather than the written word. In some cases, Sanskrit and vernacular 

loans coexist. We may compare, for example, the following series of attestations: 

 

44) Sanskrit laśuna ‘garlic’ > Toba Batak lasuna, Karo Batak lasuna, 

Angkola-Mandailing Batak lasuna, Balinese kəsuna, Makasar lasuna, 

Maranao lasonaʔ id., Ilokano lasoná ‘onion’, Tagalog †lasoná id. 

45) Hindi lasun ~ lahsun ~ laśun ‘garlic’, Bengali raśun ~ rasun > Old 

Javanese jasun, Malay (Minangkabau) dasun, Gayo lasun ‘onion’, 

Cham lasun id. 49 
 

 

Table 14 juxtaposes Indo-Aryan loanword pairs in Malay with and without the 

word-final /a/. Most of these colloquialisms have been preserved in Malay, 

which has undergone the most intensive contact with NIA speech communities 

(cf. Jones 2007). 

 
Table 14: Malay loanword pairs with and without word-final /a/ 

Sanskrit Malay Hindi Malay 

ākāśa ‘the ether, 
sky or atmosphere’ 

akasa ~ angkasa 
‘atmosphere’ 

ākās ‘space, air, 
atmosphere’ 

akas 
‘atmosphere’ 

anugraha ‘favour, 

kindness, showing 

favour’ 

†anugəraha 

‘gracious gift’ 

anugrah ‘favour, 

kindness; help’ 

anugərah 

‘gracious gift’ 
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Sanskrit Malay Hindi Malay 

bhājana ‘a vessel, 

pot, plate’ 

bəjana ‘a basin, 

large bowl’ 

bhājan ‘vessel, 

pot, dish’ 

bajan ‘basin, 

bowl, platter’ 

bhujaṁga ‘serpent, 

serpent-demon’ 

bujangga ‘literary 

man’ 

bhujang ‘snake’ bujang 

‘bachelor’ 50 
 

cakra ‘the wheel; a 

discus or sharp 

circular missile 

weapon’ 

cakəra ‘wheel, 

circle, discus, war-

quoit with a sharp 

toothed edge’ 

cakr ~ cakkar 
‘wheel (of a cart, 

etc.)’ 

†cakar ‘war-

quoit’ 

caṇḍāla ‘an 

outcast, man of the 

lowest and most 

despised of the 

mixed tribes’ 

cəndala ‘low, 

mean, ignoble, 

depraved’ 

canḍāl ‘an 

outcast, a 

miscreant, a vile 

wretch’ 

†candal 

‘indecorous, 

immodest, lewd’ 

candana 

‘sandalwood’ 

candana candan id. †candan ‘a 

special variety 

of eaglewood 

(black, oily, 

glistening, 

heavier than 

water)’ 

chattra ‘a parasol’ cətəra ‘umbrella, 

canopy, shelter 

from sun or rain’ 

chatr ~ chattar 

‘an umbrella, a 

parasol’ 

†catar ‘state 

umbrella’ 

manuṣya ‘human; 

a man, human 

being’ 

manusia 

‘humanity, 

human’ 

mānuṣ ‘belonging 

to mankind; 

appertaining to 

men; human’ 

†bau manus ~ 

manusy ‘the 

smell of dead 

bodies; the 

smell of a 

cemetery’ (bau 

= ‘smell’) 

saṁśaya 

‘uncertainty, 

hesitation, doubt’ 

– 51 saṅśay ~ saṅsay 

‘uncertainty, 

doubt, hesitation’ 

sangsi 

(Indonesia) ‘to 

doubt’ 

 

This phenomenon is already attested in classical times (cf. Gonda 1973: 32, 

490). It should be kept in mind that attestations in Old Javanese (9
th
 to 13

th
 c. 

CE) and Old Malay (7
th

 to 10
th
 c. CE) predate the emergence of NIA languages 

such as Hindi and Bengali sensu stricto by several centuries. Table 15 lists 

several examples. 
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Table 15: Early attestations of word-final /a/ dropping 

Sanskrit WMP NIA WMP 

aṅkuśa ‘an 

elephant-driver’s 

hook’ 

Old Javanese 

aṅkuśa, Malay 

angkusa ~ 

angkosa 

Hindi aṅkus, 

Gujarati aṅkuś, 

Bengali aṅkuś, 

Assamese aṅkuś 

Old Javanese 

aṅkus, Malay 
angkus ~ akus id., 

Javanese angkus ‘a 

short spear; long 

hook used on fire’ 

drākṣā ‘vine, 

grape; made of 

grapes’ 

Old Javanese 

drākṣa ‘a part. 

k.o. beverage, 

wine?’ 

Gujarati darākh 

‘grapes’ 

Old Javanese drak 

‘a part. k.o. 

beverage, wine?’ 

gharṣa ‘rubbing, 

friction’ 
Old Javanese 

ghāṣa ‘to strike 

(grind, rub) 

together; to 

chafe, etc.’ 

Gujarati ghās 

‘wear and tear’, 

Panjabi ghās 

‘friction’ 

Old Javanese gas 

‘to strike (grind, 

rub) together; to 

chafe, etc.’ 

godhūma ‘wheat’ Old Javanese 

goduma ‘a 

cereal plant 

with small 

black grains 

(bird-food) 

(Eleusine 
coracana (L.) 

Gaertn.)’ 

Hindi godhūm, 

Gujarati godhum ~ 

godhūm, Bengali 

gōdhūm, Assamese 

gōdhūm ‘wheat’ 

Old Javanese 

godəm ‘a cereal 

plant with small 

black grains (bird-

food) (Eleusine 

coracana (L.) 

Gaertn.)’ 

kaṣāya ‘astringent; 

ointment’ 

 

Old Javanese 

kaṣāya ‘an 

astringent 

flavour or taste’ 

Hindi †kaṣāy 
‘astringent’, 

Gujarati kaṣāy ‘a 

decoction’ 

Malay kasai ‘a 

cosmetic used as a 

hair wash; a 

cosmetic 

generally’ 
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Sanskrit WMP NIA WMP 

prākāra ‘a wall, 

enclosure, fence’ 52 
 

– Hindi pagār 
‘enclosure round a 

field’, Bengali 

pagār ‘a ditch or 

drain marking the 

boundary of tract 

or land’ 

Old Javanese 

pagər ‘hedge, 

fence, enclosure’, 

Javanese pagər 
‘fence, outside 

wall’, Balinese 

(high) pagər 

‘fence, wall, 

hedge’, Sundanese 

pagər ‘fence, 

enclosure, hedge’, 

Malay pagar 

‘fence, palisade’, 

Gayo pɯgɯr 
‘fence’, Toba 

Batak pagar 

‘defence against 

evil spirits’, Karo 

Batak pagar, 

Angkola-

Mandailing Batak 

pagar id., Cham 

pagā ‘palisade, 

fence’, Malagasy 

fahitra ‘a cattle-

fold’, Makasar 

pagaraʔ 
‘enclosure’, 

Tausug pagal 

‘enclosure, pen, 

gate’ 53 
 

pravāla ‘coral’ – Assamese pawāl ~ 

powāl ‘red coral’ 

Old Javanese 

pawal ‘(blood-red) 

coral’ 

tāla ‘the palmyra 

tree (Borassus 
flabellifer L.)’ 

Old Javanese 

tāla 

Hindi tāl, Bengali 

tāl 

Old Javanese tal, 

Malay tal, 
Balinese tal ~ 

həntal id. 

tāmbala ‘made of 

hemp; k.o. hemp’ 

– – Old Malay tāmval 
‘hemp, 

marijuana’54 
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At this point it should be pointed out that Mon-Khmer languages, too, typically 

drop the word-final syllable of Indic loanwords (cf. Shorto 1971, Jenner 2009). 

For instance, the aforementioned Sanskrit word bhujaṁga ‘serpent, serpent-

demon’ was adopted into Old Khmer as būjuṅ /bhʊɟaŋ/ ‘snake, serpent’. In most 

cases, however, these loanwords underwent additional phonological innovations 

unattested in Malay and Old Javanese,55 
rendering MK languages unlikely to 

direct donors. Only in a limited number of cases, MK intermediacy appears 

plausible: 

 

46) Sanskrit pañji ~ pañjī ‘almanac, calendar, register’ > Old Khmer pāñjī 

/ɓaɲˈɟiː/ ‘list, record book, document’ > Cham ḅanji ~ ḅanjəi 
‘description, enumeration, catalogue’, Malay (Malaysia) banci ‘census’ 

47) Sanskrit ācārya ‘a spiritual guide or teacher’ > Old Khmer ʼācāryya ~ 

ʼācārya /ʔacaːr/ ‘teacher, instructor; professor, pedagogue’, Old Mon 

ʼācār ‘teacher’ > Cham acā ~ acar ‘guru, spiritual guide, scholar, 

doctor, teacher’, Malay ajar ‘instruction; ascetic’,56 
Old Javanese ajar 

‘communication, information, announcement; teaching, training; hermit, 

member of a hermitage-community’, Javanese ajar ‘teacher of spiritual 

knowledge’, Sundanese ajar ‘hermit, teacher’, Balinese hajar ~ hajah 

‘teach, instruct’, Toba Batak ajar ‘to teach’, Makasar ajaraʔ ‘educate, 

teach, train’, Tagalog aral ‘lesson, counsel’, Ilokano ádal ‘learning, 

education, knowledge’ (and possibly Malagasy anatra ‘advice, counsel, 

instruction’) 

 

Table 16 lists examples that, judged on their form and meaning, may have been 

transmitted through either NIA or MK languages: 

 
Table 16: NIA and MK attestations 

Sanskrit NIA Mon-Khmer WMP 

haritāla 

‘yellow 

orpiment’ 

Hindi hartāl 

‘orpiment, 

sulphuret of 

arsenic’, 

Panjabi haṛtāl 

‘sulphuret of 

arsenic, yellow 

arsenic, 

orpiment’, 

Bengali haritāl 

‘yellow 

orpiment’ 

Khmer haʔriʔtaal 

(ហរតិាល) 

‘orpiment 

(mineral used as 

a yellow 

pigment)’ 

Malay hartal ‘orpiment; 

yellow arsenic’, Old 

Javanese atal ‘ochre’, 

Javanese atal ‘yellow 

ochre used as a cosmetic 

application for the skin’, 

Sundanese atal ‘yellow 

earth, yellow ochre, 

orpiment’, Balinese hatal 

‘a sort of yellow clay 

used as a dye’ 
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Sanskrit NIA Mon-Khmer WMP 

kaliṅga 

‘name of a 

country’ 

Hindi kaling, 

Bengali kaliṅg, 

Assamese 

kaliṅg id. 

Old Mon klañ 

‘Southern India’ 

~ kāliṅ ‘a region 

in India’, Old 

Khmer khliṅ id., 

Khmer kliṅg 

(ក្ល ិង្គ) ‘to be 

Indian’ 

Malay kəling ‘Southern 

Indian’, Javanese kəling, 

Sundanese kəling, 

Balinese kəling, Aceh 

kleng, Angkola-

Mandailing Batak koling 

id., Makasar kalling ‘dark 

brown (skin colour)’ 

karpāsa 

‘cotton’ 

Hindi kapās, 

Gujarati kapās, 

Bengali kāpās 

Old Khmer 

krapās, Khmer 

kappās 

(ក្ប្បាស)57 

Malay kapas ‘cotton, 

cotton-wool’, Old 

Javanese kapas ‘cotton-

tree, cotton’, Javanese 

kapas ‘cotton; cotton 

plant’, Sundanese kapas 

id., Balinese kapas ‘fine 

fibre from the cotton 

bush’, Acehnese gapɯəh 

‘cotton’, Cham kapaḥ, 

Toba Batak hapas, 

Angkola-Mandailing 

Batak kapas, Gayo kapas, 

Makasar kapasaʔ id., 

Tausug gapas ‘cotton, 

gauze’, Ilokano kápas 

‘cotton, cotton ball’, 

Cebuano gápós ‘cotton’, 

Maranao gapas id. 

 

In one particular case, NIA and MK borrowings appear to have coalesced in 

WMP languages. NIA attestations – such as Hindi †māṣ ‘a unit of weight’ and 

Bengali māṣ id. (< Sanskrit māṣa ‘a bean; a part. weight of gold’) – as well as 

Old Khmer mās ~ mas ‘gold’ (from an earlier *iʔaas ‘to shine’; Shorto 2006: 

480) stood at the cradle of a series of WMP attestations in which the words and 

their meanings converged: 58 

 

48) Old Javanese mās ~ mas ~ əmas ~ həmas ‘gold, golden; wealth; a 
measure of gold’, Javanese mas ~ əmas ‘gold’, Sundanese mas ~ əmas, 

Balinese mas ~ həmas id., Malay mas ~ əmas ‘gold, gold weight’,59 

Acehnese maih ‘gold coin’, Cham mơḥ ‘gold, golden’, Toba Batak omas 
~ mas ‘gold’, Angkola-Mandailing Batak amas ‘gold weight’, Karo 
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Batak əmas ~ mas ‘gold, money’, Gayo mas id., Tagalog amas ‘grain of 

gold’ 

 

It is difficult to determine at which point in time the word-final /a/ “dropped” in 

spoken NIA languages. In fact, it differs from one NIA language to another 

when – if at all – this phonological innovation took place.60 
As the short (hrasva) 

/a/ is typically an ‘inherent vowel’ in Indic scripts, knowledge of the particular 

language is required to know its exact pronunciation. In general, the phoneme 

appears to have been pronounced as a weakened schwa /ǝ/ in early NIA 

languages (cf. McGregor 1968: 111-2, Strnad 2013: 159).61 
Some scholars have 

examined rhythmic patterns in poetry to find out when the word-final /a/ was 

completely lost – i.e. Chatterji (1926: 295-299) on Bengali and Strnad (2013: 

159) on Hindi – but doing so reflects at best a poetic register of the language, 

which are notoriously archaic and conservative. A more reliable method is to 

look at foreign transcriptions. Doing so reveals that the short /a/ in Bengali was 

already dropped upon first European contact (Chatterji 1926: 299-300). In Hindi, 

evidence of short /a/ omission dates to at least the early 14
th
 century, as attested 

in the writings of Ibn Baṭūṭa.62 
In fact, it would be reasonable to argue that, in 

colloquial speech, the word-final short /a/ was generally pronounced in a “weak” 

way after Sanskrit stopped to be a mother tongue. This is confirmed by the 

phonological character of Indic loanwords in Iranian languages, including 

Pahlavi (ca. 3
rd

 – 7
th
 c. CE). Table 17 lists some examples. 

 
Table 17: Indic loans in Iranian languages 

Indo-Aryan Iranian Other languages 

Sanskrit candana 

‘sandalwood’ 

Pahlavi čandal, Farsi 

čandān ~ čandan ~ 

čandal 

Arabic ṣandal, Greek 

sándan-on (σάνδανον), 

Latin santal-um id. 

Sanskrit caturaṅga 

‘chess’ 

Pahlavi čatrang, Farsi 

šatrang 

Arabic šiṭranǧ ~ šaṭranǧ 

id. 

Sanskrit harītaka 

‘myrobalan’, MIA 

*harīḍaga 

Pahlavi halīlag, Farsi 

halīla 

Arabic halīlaǧ id. 

Sanskrit karpūra 

‘camphor’, MIA 

*kappūra 63 
 

Pahlavi kāpūr, Farsi 

kāfūr 

Arabic kāfūr, Greek 

kaphourá (καφουρά), 

Latin camphora id. 

Sanskrit khaṇḍa 
‘partially dried molasses’ 

Farsi kānd ‘sugar, sugar-
candy’ 

Arabic qand ‘sugar’ 

Sanskrit kuṅkuma 

‘saffron’ 

Pahlavi kurkum, Farsi 

kumkum id. 

Arabic kurkum 

‘turmeric’ 
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Indo-Aryan Iranian Other languages 

Sanskrit kuṣṭha ‘costus’ Farsi qust̤ Arabic qusṭ, Greek kóst-
os (κόστος), Latin cost-

um id. 

Sanskrit muṣka ‘little 

mouse; scrotum’ 

Pahlavi mušk ‘musk’, 

Farsi mušk 

Arabic misk, Greek 

mósch-os (μόσχος), 

Latin musc-us id. 

Sanskrit nalada ‘nard’ Persian nārad Arabic nard-īn, Greek 

nárd-os (νάρδος), Latin 

nard-us id. 

Sanskrit nāraṅga ‘an 

orange’ 

Farsi nārang id. Arabic naranǧ ‘bitter 

orange’ 

Sanskrit nārikela 

‘coconut’, MIA 

*ṇārigēla 

Pahlavi anārgēl, Farsi 

nārgīl 

Arabic nāraǧīl id. 

Sanskrit nīla ‘dark blue; 

indigo’ 

Pahlavi nīl ‘indigo’, 

Farsi nīl 

Arabic nīl id. 

Sanskrit nīlotpala ‘a blue 

lotus’, MIA *ṇīluppal id. 

Pahlavi nīlōpal ‘lotus, 

water lily’, Farsi nīlufar 

‘the water lily’ 

Arabic nīlūfar ‘European 

water lily’ 

Sanskrit pippala ‘pepper’ Farsi pilpil Arabic fulful ~ filfil, 
Greek péperi (πέπερῐ), 

Latin piper id. 

Sanskrit śr̥ṅgavera 

‘ginger’, MIA *siṅgavēra 

Pahlavi sangiwēl,64 
 

Farsi šankalīl 
Arabic zanǧabīl, Greek 

zingíber-is (ζιγγίβερις), 

Latin zingiber id. 

Sanskrit vaiḍūrya ‘cat’s-

eye gem’, MIA *vēluria 

id. 

Pahlavi bēlūr ‘crystal’, 

Farsi bulūr ~ ballūr 

Arabic ballūr ~ billaur 

‘crystal, glass’, Greek 

bḗryll-os (βήρυλλος), 

Latin bēryll-us id. 

Sanskrit vātiṅgaṇa 

‘eggplant’, MIA 

*vādiṅgaṇa 

Farsi bādingān Arabic bāḏinǧān id. 65 

 

Unlike these Indic loans of westward transmission, a vast majority of Sanskrit 

and MIA borrowings in WMP languages retain the word-final /a/ (cf. Gonda 
1973, Hoogervorst in press). In view of the scholarly and religious prestige of 

Sanskrit in pre-Islamic Southeast Asia, it may be argued that Indic vocabulary in 

this region exhibited “self-correcting” properties – as is the case with Arabic to 

this day – and that the modicum of colloquialisms attested in the Old Javanese 

literature escaped the attention of scribes. This would leave us to wonder about 
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the nature and pronunciation of Indic loanwords in contemporaneous spoken 

vernaculars. 

Concluding remarks 

A detailed analysis of loanwords is indispensable to understand the full 

dynamics of interethnic contact, especially in pre-modern times. The situation 

across the Bay of Bengal reveals multiple layers of borrowing. Next to direct 

Sanskrit loans in the realms of science, literature and religion, a minor yet 

significant quantity of words was adopted through channels of vernacular 

communication, often through NIA languages representing a poorly documented 

intermediate stage between Middle-Indo-Aryan and modern languages such as 

Hindi and Bengali. A small number of loanwords may have been transmitted 

through Mon-Khmer languages, but most examples highlighted in this study 

appeared to have come directly from the subcontinent. While modelled after 

Sanskrit etyma, minor phonological details reveal that the intermediate language 

was often an early NIA dialect. After several centuries of contact, Old Javanese 

and Malay became the most important and most “Indianised” languages of 

Maritime Southeast Asia, through which several Indic words spread as far as the 

Philippines, eastern Indonesia and Madagascar. Among the lexical domains 

covered by these travelling words, we see trade commodities, food products, 

technological items, religious terms, and other cultural vocabulary. 

In this paper, I have examined a number of underexplored sound changes 

attested in Indo-Aryan loanwords adopted into West-Malayo-Polynesian 

languages – both before and after their transmission across the Bay of Bengal – 

in the hope to rekindle interest in this topic and offer some background on the 

phonological processes one may encounter in pursuing this line of research. In 

his monumental monograph Sanskrit in Indonesia, Gonda held the opinion that 

“[i]nstances of the variability of word-ends in native Javanese words are almost 

numberless” (1973: 613). By examining some of the most prominent processes, 

this paper has contributed to our understanding of aspects of grammatical as well 

as lexical borrowing in Maritime Southeast Asia, including patterns of gender-

marking and the creation of “formal” vocabulary. It also called into question the 

nativeness or ancient pedigree of a number of widespread cultural terms within 

WMP languages, including *suligi ‘k.o. spear’, *pagər ‘enclosure’, santən 

‘coconut milk’, *əmas ‘gold’, and *kapas ‘cotton’. Finally, a number of Arabic 

and Persian loanwords in Old Javanese were mentioned in passing. As Old 

Javanese is one of the few Southeast Asian languages that can offer a relatively 

sound chronology to the acquisition of loanwords, a closer look at the 

etymological origins of “exotic” vocabulary in this body of literature will 

sharpen our understanding of cultural contact in the wider Indian Ocean World. 
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Notes 

1. However, see Hoogervorst (2013) on Malay and other Southeast Asian loanwords that 

spread westward in pre-modern times.  

2. In a separate paper I deal with the role of the Dravidian languages spoken in southern 

India (Hoogervorst 2015). 

3. Wolff (2010: 1077) only gives wangkang ‘Chinese ocean-going junk’ in his list of Malay 

entries but classifies it as a non-inherited form. Old Javanese does not share these 

phonotactic constraints. 

4. Intervocalic stops are generally voiced in Tamil. 

5. See Table 7, Table 8, Table 9 and Table 10 on the alternation between /a/ and /i/. 

6. Also cf. Tamil kuḻai-kaṟi ‘vegetable curry softened by boiling’. 

7. Not to be mistaken with word-final glottal stops consistently added to vocatives (Blust 

1979, Adelaar 1992: 118–9). 

8. Gonda (1973: 80, 614), Hoogervorst (in press). 

9. This etymology was first pointed out by Gomperts (unpublished). 

10. Chiefly used in compounds, e.g. vaṇṇārappaiyaṉ ‘washerboy’, vaṇṇārappeṇ 

‘washerwoman’, vaṇṇārappēṭṭai ‘washermen’s enclave’. 

11. Given in Tuuk (1897-1912/4: 464), but not in Zoetmulder (1982). Also cf. Acehnese jɯra 

‘cumin’, Gayo jirɯ id. and Karo Batak jera ‘coriander’, reflecting the original form. 

12. Also spelled as sāri ~ sārī ~ śāri. 

13. To this series can be added: ləsung ‘a large wooden mortar or trough’ ~ lənjing ‘a short 

wooden pestle for pounding things in a mortar’. Wilkinson (1932/1: 617) proposes to add 

Malay kucing ‘cat’ from an earlier *kusa and kambing ‘goat’ from an earlier *əmbek, but 

the phonological correspondences do not match other patterns. 

14. Its first Malay attestation is in the 14th-century Tanjung Tanah manuscript (Kozok et al. 

2015). 

15. Adelaar (1992: 52 fn. 95) points out that –ntang and –nting are also attested, e.g. pantang 

‘taboo at certain times’ (< pəmali ‘taboo at all times’ < *pali) and Banjar kaminting 

‘candle-nut’ (< *kamiri id.). Perhaps –ndang and –ndung may be added; Malay juandang 

has been interpreted as a “courtly form” of juara ‘trainer of fighting cocks’ (Wilkinson 

1932/1: 480) and bəlatuk ‘woodpecker’ and bəlandung id. may have a similar relation. 

16. Possibly the etymon of Malay bəlantan ‘baton, cudgel, club’. 

17. Consequently, the Javanese word for this poetry genre is parikan. 

18. A gloss from an earlier dictionary as ‘slow; tedious (of body movements), slowly, polite, 

dignified, aristocratic’ (Wall 1880: 290) clarifies this semantic shift. 

19. The use of –ntən in this function appears to have lost its productivity and is not 

mentioned in the available literature on Javanese names (Hadiwidjana 1968, Uhlenbeck 

1969, Meij 2010). 
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20. Cf. Malay sə-kali ‘one time’ hence ‘altogether, at one time’, Tagalog sakalì ‘in case; 

perchance’, Tausug sakali ‘so then, and then, therefore’, Maranao sakaliʔ ‘when; time 

of’. 

21. The 14th-century Tanjung Tanah manuscript has pərapati ‘pigeon’ (Kozok 2015). 

22. Possibly influenced by Malay dara ‘pigeon’. 

23. But note the poetic Malay variant ruga (Wilkinson 1932/2: 352). 

24. This etymology was first proposed by Hooykaas (1960). 

25. But Javanese and Balinese exhibit sunya ‘quiet, lonely, deserted’, reflecting the a-form. 

26. Hence Old Javanese bhāga ‘part, portion, share’, Javanese baga ‘share, portion’, Balinese 

baga ‘share, part, piece’. 

27. See Gonda (1973: 419) on the loss of the word-final consonant in –as stems borrowed 

into WMP languages. 

28. Cf. Malay pərmaisura ‘Lord of All; king’ and pərmaisuri ‘Queen, Queen Consort’. The 

mythical female name Paramisuli, common in parts of the Philippines, is presumably 

derived from this Malay form. 

29. They belong to the Tuṣitas, a class of devas (Dikshitar 1995: 31-32). 

30. Another common form of gender differentiation in modern Malay is the application of 

the male suffix –wan vs. the female suffix –wati (Teeuw 1998, Supriyanti 2012), 

including in personal names (Meij 2010). In Malaysia, the only example of i-substitution 

known to me is cikgi ‘female teacher’, an ephemeral creation based on cikgu (< əncik 

guru) ‘teacher’. 

31. Cebuano has the “correct” from †kátli id. (Kern 1881: 130). Another possible example of 

“hypercorrection” is Balinese (kawi) sitarasma ‘moon’ from Sanskrit sitaraśmi id. 

32. Cf. Gonda (1973: 117). 

33. This etymology remains uncertain. Jakl (forthcoming) analyses in detail the evolution of 

the weapon known as gaṇḍi in the Old Javanese literature and argues that it originally 

referred to a ‘projectile, pellet’. 

34. Or through MIA *kosalla ‘skill(ed)’ (Hoogervorst in press). 

35. More attestations in Hoogervorst (2013: 26). On the Tanimbar Islands (Maluku), the 

presumably related term kusali refers to a house on high posts, and in some legends to “a 

mythic house by which the inhabitants of heaven lowered a marriageable girl or even a 

whole family down to earth (Domenig 2014: 289)”. The author does not comment on the 

etymology of this word. 

36. Gonda (1973: 422). Presumably not derived from Sanskrit kuṭumbī (< kuṭumbin) ‘a 

householder’, which lacks clear feminine connotations. 

37. Parkin (1978: 113). Note that this form denotes a male kinship term and is therefore not 

derived from Sanskrit putrī ‘daughter’. 

38. We also come across nagerika, probably through the addition of the “pleonastic affix” –

ka, and its i-form nageriki (cf. Zoetmulder 1982: 1169). The ultimate precursor may be 

Arabic naqqāra ‘small drum’. 

39. *k > h is regular in Toba Batak. 

40. The peculiar semantic shift in Malay is probably due to false association with raja ‘king’ 

(Gonda 1973: 441). 
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41. See Parkin (1978: 121). 

42. This form is also attested in the same meaning as āsuji in “Indonesian Sanskrit” (Ensink 

& Buitenen 1964: 27). 

43. However, Sanskrit also exhibits the word suṣavī ~ suśavī ~ susavī, used for a variety of 

plants, which may equally well have given rise to the above attestations. 

44. However, Cham has patrak ‘borax, solder’. Also compare Bengali patra ‘a foil or plate’. 

45. The grain in question is probably finger millet (Eleusine coracana (L.) Gaertn.), which 

has a reddish colour and can be made into a flour or fermentation medium (Hoogervorst 

in press). It is also listed in this meaning in late Sanskrit lexicographic texts (Monier-

Williams 1899: 872). 

46. Given the presence of endemic deer species in island Southeast Asia, I see no reason to 

believe that Old Javanese rusa and related forms go back to Sanskrit ṛśa ‘the male of a 

species of antelope’, as is sometimes claimed. 

47. From an earlier Olanda (< Portuguese Holanda), whose word-initial /o/ was 

misinterpreted as /w/ in the Arabic-derived Jawi script (Mahdi 2000a: 162). 

48. There are some exceptions, but they all display a semivowel before the /a/, e.g. Malay 

maulai ‘Oh Lord!’ from Arabic maulāya id. and atau ‘or’ from an earlier atawa and 

ultimately from Sanskrit athavā ‘either or; or rather’. 

49. The word-initial vowel in the Balinese, Old Javanese and Minangkabau attestations 

remains enigmatic to me. 

50. This rather atypical shift in meaning has occupied scholars for over 165 year (Friedrich 

1850: 48, Aichele 1931: 157, Gonda 1932, 1973: 557-9, Eringa 1949: 43-5, Bosch 1950, 

Van Lohuizen-de Leeuw 1972, Zoetmulder 1982: 268). The series of semantic 

innovations can be summarised as follows: ‘serpent-demon’ > ‘divine helper’ > ‘part. 

class of Brahmins’ > ‘court scholar’ > ‘literary man’. The meaning of bujang presumably 

underwent further changes: ‘court scholar’ > ‘gallant of the prince’ > ‘young man’ > 

‘bachelor’. 

51. Cf. Javanese (lit.) sangsaya ‘troubles, cares’, Balinese sangsaya ‘delay, hesitation’. 

52. Hence MIA *pāgāra. See Emenau & Burrow (1962: 49) for early borrowings of the latter 

form into Dravidian languages. Similar attestations in Munda languages are presumably 

from NIA, rather than the other way around (contra Lévi et al. 1929:xxix). 

53. If this MIA etymology is correct, reconstructions of these forms to high-order branches of 

Austronesian should be revised (cf. Zorc 1995: 556, Blust & Trussell 2015 s.v.). 

54. See Cœdès (1930: 70). 

55. For Khmer, these include *g > k, *d > t, *b > p, *j > c, *t > ɗ, *p > ɓ, *s > h/_# (cf. 

Vickery 1989-1990; Jenner 2009). 

56. The voicing of /c/ between vowels does not stand in isolation. It is often attributed to 

Dravidian influence, but I argue elsewhere that it may reflect an internal process within 

Malay (Hoogervorst 2015). 

57. Shorto (2006: 490) reconstructs proto-Mon-Khmer *kpaas and holds that the word was 

borrowed into Sanskrit from an Austro-Asiatic source. However, Levant cotton 

(Gossypium herbaceum L.) presumably hails from southern Africa and tree cotton 

(Gossypium arboreum L.) from the Indus region, where it has a long history of 
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cultivation and textile production (Fuller 2008). This makes an eastward spread more 

plausible (contra Lévi et al. 1929). 

58. See Mahdi (1994: 191-192) for further examples and a more detailed discussion. 

59. The 14th-century Tanjung Tanah manuscript has mas ‘mace (gold coin)’ (Kozok 2015). 

60. Bloch (1965: 45) identifies traces of this tendency in the spelling of a late 4th-c. CE Gupta 

seal and a 2nd-c. CE Nahapāna coin. However, in Sinhala and Odia, the sound change has 

not taken place at all. In some NIA languages, like Sindhi and conservative, “rustic” 

forms of Hindi and Panjabi, the phoneme is whispered (ibid.). 

61. Thereupon, Tadmor (2003) argues that a prestigious, Indic-accented pronunciation of 

Malay, Javanese and other WMP languages led to what he calls “final /a/ mutation”; an 

areal feature involving the raising, rounding, or fronting of word-final /a/. 

62. For example, we find ʿAlābūr (عالبور) for Allapura, Tilbat (تِْلبَت) for Tilapata, Ṣāġar (صاغر) 

for Sonagaṛha, etc. (cf. Defrémery & Sanguinetti 1858). 

63. This is in fact a Malay loan that spread westwards (cf. Hoogervorst 2013: 72-73). 

64. Not attested in MacKenzie’s Pahlavi dictionary (1971), but so called in King Husrav and 

his Boy (Unvala 1921: 24). 

65. The European word aubergine is indeed derived from Arabic al-bāḏinǧān ‘eggplant’, 

which in turn also spread back eastwards, e.g. Angkola-Mandailing Batak balinjan ‘k.o. 

eggplant’ and Malay (Banjar) balinjan ‘tomato’. 
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